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OET Speaking Handbook 

Marking Criteria 

1. Linguistic Criteria (24) 

2. Communication Criteria (15) 

A. Rapport 

B. Eliciting and exploring ICE (patient’s agenda) 

C. Structure 

D. Information gathering 

E. Information giving 

Scoring Using Marking Criteria 

1. Making a connection (creating rapport) 

a. Introduce ourselves 

b. Why? 

c. Attentive listening ➔ nodding, echo, OK, Aha, right, repeat 

2. Exploring patient’s ICE (agenda) 

a. ICE ➔ Ideas, Concerns and Expectations (patient volunteers information, what?) 

3. Gathering Information 

a. Questioning ➔ Open ended questions (Wh) then closed end questions (Yes/No) 

b. Summarize (shows that I have been listening, allows the client to correct or add sth, 

gives me time to think) > summarise Ideas, Concerns and Expectations and check with 

patient (=setting the agenda/agreeing on the agenda) 

4. Structuring the consultation 

a. Signposting (Saying what you are going to talk about beforehand) 

b. Summarizing (as explained above) 

5. Giving Information 

a. What the client already knows (What would you like to know?) 

b. Explain in lay language (No jargon) 

Structuring your consultation 

1. Introduce yourself and ask patient’s name if appropriate in setting (in General Practice already 

known, but in hospital setting, you may need to introduce yourself and ask or check patient’s 

name) 

2. Ask questions > our main objective is to find out patient’s agenda (pick up cues if any) 

N.B. What is a cue? Examples: If the patient mentioned a third person, repeated a word a 

few times. 

3. Find ICE > Open/Closed Qs 

4. Summarize and set the agenda 

5. Explain your DX/opinion (What you think about the patient’s agenda > explain if you think 

differently, or even if you agree) Base your opinion on the ‘ethical principles’ 

6. Explain or address patient’s agenda based on their questions or in a systematic way (e.g. causes, 

diagnosis, examinations or tests, treatment options, prognosis) 
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Structure in simple words 
Patient comes in 

Patient tells you about a problem 

You ask questions > to find the real agenda 

You ask more questions 

You both agree on the agenda 

Address the agenda 

 

Break your consultation 
Break your consultation into 3 parts as below: 

Part 1 > welcome + introduce + find the agenda (ICE) 

Part 2 > Check with pt if you have understood the agenda (summarizing and checking) then make a 

decision (usually given in the task) 

Part 3 > Give information based on pt’s agenda (systematically 

 => your idea is …. > it is correct, or the correct idea is this …. 

 => your concern is …. > but this is what you need to be worried about  

 => your expectation is … > but this is not possible  

 => cause, management plan and prognosis  

 

Example 
➔ Come in! Good morning Mr Smith! How can I help you today? / How are you today? 

➔ Not well, we are worried about Jessica. 

➔ Oh, dear! Sorry to hear that; I know it must be hard on you! So she had an ultrasound 

yesterday. Yes. 

➔ Before we go over ultrasound results, could you remind me what has happened so far? 

➔ Jessica had abdominal pain for 4 weeks, but it was not severe. It didn’t get any better and we 

came to see you to find the cause; then you requested an ultrasound for her. 

➔ How is she now? / Is she any better? 

➔ Very much the same. I am really worried about her. Is it something serious, doctor? 

➔ Well, let me see if I can remember everything; Jessica had abdominal pain for 4 weeks without 

other symptoms and there wasn’t anything to make it better or worse, and yesterday there was a 

fullness in Jessica’s right flank. Is that right?  

➔ Yes  

➔ This was the reason why we requested an ultrasound. Is that right?  

➔ Yes 

➔ Well, there is good news and bad news; which one would you prefer to hear first?  

➔ Please doctor tell me the bad news first; what is it? 

➔ The result shows an abnormal growth in Jessica’s kidney.  

PAUSE (show empathy) 

➔ I understand it might be shocking, but the good news is that ‘we have picked it up early’ / ‘we 

have detected it at an early stage’ and it is quite manageable.  

PAUSE (show empathy) 

➔ Does that mean that Jessica has cancer?  

➔ It is a kind of cancer, but it is a lower grade. It is a growth among children and it is likely to be 

treatable. Is that all right? 
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➔ I’m just shocked, doctor! I just can’t believe it! 

➔ Do you have any questions to ask me? / Would you like me to explain anything to you? 

➔ What is the cause of it? 

➔ The cause is not clear, but sometimes genes may play a role. Fortunately, its outlook with early 

diagnosis and appropriate treatment is very good. Is that all right? 

➔ Yes, please tell more about the treatment for this condition. What can be done? 

➔ A typical treatment plan is to see a paediatric oncologist as soon as possible. They would assess 

Jessica’s condition and arrange further investigations for her; based on their findings, they would 

start her treatment. How do you feel about this? 

➔ Sounds scary, but do we have any other options? 

➔ Well, this is the best we can do at the moment. 

➔ And how to see them? 

➔ I will just make an urgent referral and write a letter explaining Jessica’s condition, if that’s OK 

with you? 

➔ Thanks Doctor, please do! 

➔ Are you all right now? Are you sure you’re OK?  

➔ Yes 

➔ So, what’s the plan?  

➔ You make a referral to specialist, and we will hear from the specialist soon. 

➔ Yes, and this would happen in the next few days, so if you don’t hear anything in the next 7 

days, just get in touch with me, is that OK?  

➔ Okay. 

➔ Do you have any other questions?  

➔ No thanks. 

➔ Okay, then, if you have any problems or questions, contact me. All right? See you later. 

 

Practice 

What sentences can I use for Information gathering: 

1. How long have you had this problem? 

2. …. 

3. ….. 

4. ….. 

5. ….. 

What sentences can I use for Checking with patient: 

1. Is that OK? 

2. Is that all right? 

3. How do you feel about this? 

4. Is that clear? / Am I clear? / Do you understand? / Does it make sense? 

5. …. 

6. …. 

What sentences can I use for Giving information: 

1. …. 

2. …. 

3. …. 

4. …. 

5. …. 
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Communication skills 

Example: Chest Pain 
Chest pain – questioning 

Tell me whereabouts your pain is.  

Where’s the pain? 

Where? 

When? 

What kind? 

Where exactly? 

How bad is it? On a scale of 0-10 

What did you do about it? 

Does it go anywhere else? Does it move around? 

Is it constant or does it come and go? 

Is there something that makes it better or worse? 

Did you have any other problems at the same time? 

Did it start with exertion? 

Did you feel faint? 

Did you have any dizziness? 

Did you feel shot of breath? 

Reference: https://www.medistudents.com/en/learning/osce-skills/other-skills/patient-history-taking/ 
 

History of Presenting Complaint 
Site: Where exactly is the pain? 

Onset: When did it start, was it constant/intermittent, gradual/ sudden? 

Character: What is the pain like e.g. sharp, burning, tight? 

Radiation: Does it radiate/move anywhere? 

Associations: Is there anything else associated with the pain, e.g. sweating, vomiting. 

Time course: Does it follow any time pattern, how long did it last? 

Exacerbating / relieving factors: Does anything make it better or worse? 

Severity: How severe is the pain, consider using the 1-10 scale? 

The SOCRATES acronym can be used for any type of pain history. 

Have you had this kind of pain before? 

Is it sharp or dull/ piercing / pressing? 

 

Summarisation 
You said you had some sharp pain in your chest for the last 4 days. It’s 4-5/10 all the time and gets 

5-6/10 after food. It travels to your back. Is that right? Yes. 

And you have no other symptoms? No.  

Also, you mentioned it comes with indigestion, and started after Sunday roast. (It gets a bit better 

with indigestion tablets).  (PAUSE) Correct. 

You had no SOB, no dizziness, feeling faint. (Did you have any black stools?) No. 

 

 

https://www.medistudents.com/en/learning/osce-skills/other-skills/patient-history-taking/
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N.B. When summarising, you need to make sure that your intonation is not questioning, and 

that you do not pause, as it would be taken as a question, or the patient thinks you are 

asking the same questions again! 

 

Example 

Abdominal pain 

You said you have had sharp pain since last night. 

It radiated to your back. You described it as sharp pain, 9/10.  

You have not had this pain before. 

It travels to your back. 

And you have no vomiting, no nausea. 

And your bowel motion has changed a little. 

 

Example: Case 12 
Bad cough in a child: 

How old is he? 

When did that start? 

No phlegm (sputum)? 

Fever? 

Runny nose (Rhinorrhoea)? 

Going blue (Cyanosis)? 

Difficulty breathing? 

Breathing quickly / fast? 

Looks ill / doesn’t look right? 

 

N.B. When giving opinion, we can never be absolutely certain; so, we usually use the word 

‘likely’: It is likely to be Croup, which is …. 

 

Taking notes: 

Ask about cough 

Other sx 

Red flags 

Reassure 

When to go to ER (safety netting) 
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Time Management 

During the test, you have 3 minutes to prepare and 5 minutes to perform.  

 

In the 3 minutes you have, make sure you understand the scenario correctly, and pay attention to 

setting and background information (before the bullet points); then, check the verbs and identify 

what functions (actions) you are expected to demonstrate, and where in your consultation you are 

going to do that. Make a plan for yourself and write down a few key words so you remember. You 

might want to draw a table and put in ICE (which is often mentioned in the role play, and the 

interlocutor will follow that scenario).  

 

Then you have 5 minutes to manage the consultation. Unlike other exams, the interlocutor will not 

guide you through the consultation, and you are responsible for guiding (structuring) the flow of 

conversation. An example timing would be: 

 

1-2 minutes ➔ Connect with patients and discover their agenda (ICE) 

Rapport ➔ build rapport (Create a bonding or relationship) max 90 seconds (usually takes 

much less) 

 

Wh questions? 

Yes/No questions? 

Cover red flags > especially for more advanced examinations; probably not critically important in 

OET, as it is a language test, but it is good practice to check for red flags. 

Introduce and ask name if appropriate; establish reason for attending  

 

History taking. > remember targeting ICE? Ideas, Concerns, Expectations (listen for cues) 

e.g. Chest pain for 2 days. Went to GP and said nothing to worry about. Pain continued. Came to 

ER.  

How long?  

 

(If the patient has already told you how long, you shouldn’t ask the same question again, as 

the patient would think you were not listening! So, listen to the patient, and if you are not 

sure, you can check: “did you say you’ve had this for 2 days?”) 

 

What associated symptoms? 

What is the pain like? 

What about other illnesses? 

Medications? 

Family History? 
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Minute 3 ➔ Summarise and set the agenda (you can say that you have had a chest pain, and you 

think that it is related to your heart; you are here to check that. Is that correct?); then, examine, 

make a decision, or give your opinion (Remember ethical principles). 

 

e.g. I think you might have a mild heart attack (ACS); but as your BP is normal, I think we can do 

some tests for you if that’s OK?  

We need some blood tests and an ECG (or heart tracing), all right? 

N.B. Note the word ‘we’. This helps re-enforce collaboration with the patient and creating a 

‘patient-centred’ approach. 

Summarising ➔ Helps the doctors to concentrate and think better, the patient to understand you 

have been listening. Gives the patient an opportunity to add or correct the information 

 

Minute 4-5 ➔ Address ICE (Systematically as explained earlier) 

Difficult Consultations 

Usually, difficult consultations are difficult due to conflicting ethical principles. See the table and 

examples below: 

 

Conflicting ethical rules  
 

Table 1. Ethical Principles of Professionalism 

Autonomy  Respect patients’ wishes 

Beneficence  What is the right thing to do 

(Confidentiality)* Respect patients’ secrets 

Do no harm Avoid harm to patients 

Fairness and justice  Be fair to the wider community 

*Not really one of the 4 pillars of professionalism; added as it is important and helps with the 

acronym! 

 

Some examples of difficult consultations are: 

Non-compliant 

Emotional 

Aggressive 

Defensive 

Expectant – Want something wrong 

Breaking bad news 
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Example: Lower Back Pain 
➔ Come in good morning Mr smith. How can I help you today? 

➔ Doctor, I have pain in my back especially when I sit down…. ahha 

➔ Could you tell me more about your pain? 

➔ It started around 1.5 month ago but it has been worse in the last week…. OK. 

➔ Have you had any changes in your daily life? 

➔ Yes, I’m having a rowing competition, and I have increased the severity of my exercise …ahha 

➔ And does your pain affect your exercise and daily activity? 

➔ Yes doctor. 

➔ Do you have any other symptoms associated with it, like a feeling of pins and needles or numbness?  

➔ No Dr… 

➔ OK. What do you think is causing it?  

➔ I do not know; I just want to get better as soon. 

➔ And that is because of the competition?  

➔ Exactly. You know we are getting close to the competition AND I need to do more exercise, but this pain 

do not let me do. 

 

(If the patient doesn’t tell you about his expectations, you may ask, “What do you think we could 

achieve today?”)  

 

➔ So, you would like some help with the pain, is that correct? 

➔ Yes please, could you give me an injection or some medications, like pain killers. 

➔ Let me see if I can remember everything you said……you have had back pain for 1.5 months that your 

pain has got worse following increase in the severity and frequency of your exercise…is that right? Yes.  

➔ And you are worried that you might miss your competition, is that right? Yes. 

➔ And you would like a kind of treatment to relieve your pain. is that right? Yes. 

➔ Let me ask you a few important questions: Have you noticed any loss of power in your legs? No.  

➔ Good, have you had any problems with your bowels or waterworks? No.  

➔ Have you had a numbness down below, where you sit, and between your legs? No.  

➔ Good. These symptoms are very important to remember because these are signs of nerve entrapment 

which is an emergency.  

➔ Fortunately, you have none of these serious symptoms and I think that the main cause of your pain is 

overuse of your muscles and joints which it is related to your exercise……is that all right? 

OK. 

 

➔ There are a few options to treat this condition… We can reduce your exercise regime, we can send you 

to see a physiotherapist who could provide a well-balanced exercise regime, or we can just give you some 

pain killers and wait for it to go away with rest. Is that OK? 

➔ OK, but I cannot rest doctor. 

 

➔ And if your pain does not get better or get worse, you can come back to me for further investigations. 

How do you feel about that? 

 

➔ No Dr, I cannot. This competition is very important, and I CANNOT STOP MY TRAINING. It’s an 

opportunity of a lifetime and I cannot afford to miss it. 
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➔ I understand why you feel like that, but I am here to give you the best advice possible; there is no 

benefit for you to continue your training because this regime could cause permanent injury to your joints 

and muscles, and in fact there is a risk of losing the opportunity to ever exercise again, all right? 

 

➔ No Dr, I cannot stop or reduce my training; this is very important for me. 

 

Ethical approach to your decision making: explain you respect Autonomy (It will be YOUR choice not 

mine). Benefit > I need to give you the BEST ADVICE.  

Harm > I should tell you this is LIKELY TO BE HARMFUL.  

NOW YOU MAKE A DECISION YOURSELF. (Handing over the problem to the patient) 

 

➔ Okay, I am here to help you do what is the best for you is reducing your exercise or stop temporarily, 

and then with the support of physio you can gradually increase your exercise level. How do you feel about 

that? 

 

OR 

 

➔ Well, I’m here to give you advice and you are free to make a choice. In my opinion, your pain is due to 

strain from overuse. And I should tell you that you are very likely to harm yourself. All I can say is that the 

best you can do is to temporarily reduce your exercise (it is not permanent) and increase the severity 

slowly. Is that OK? OK. 

➔ And you can also have physiotherapy to help you with the intensity of your exercise, how do you feel 

about that? 

➔ Okay Dr, please refer me to a physiotherapist. 

➔ Okay, is there anything else you would like to ask me? No thank you. 

➔ So, you will hear from the physio as I am sending the referral right now. Just remember the symptoms 

we discussed earlier; should you have any of those, you need to get in touch ASAP, all right? Sure. 

➔ And this information leaflet explains all these in case you need more information. OK, then. See you 

later. 
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Appendix 

Different functions of intonation in English 

There are quite a few theories that attempt to explain what intonation does and how it is used in 
English. Let us take a look at two of its main functions: 

Attitudinal 
In many spoken languages around the world – but especially in British English – it is easy for the 
listener to understand the speaker's attitude: boredom, interest, surprise, anger, appreciation, 
happiness, and so on, are often evident in their intonation. 
 
For instance, a server at a restaurant asks ‘How’s the chocolate muffin, madam?’ and you 
reply ‘mMMmmmm’ with the intonation rising in the middle and falling towards the end. The server 
nods with a smile. Why? Because you have just expressed your appreciation for the item through the 
music of your voice – and without so much as a single (ordinarily meaningful) word. 
 
Another instance of a different type would be your intonation on receiving a surprise birthday cake 
at your work. ‘Did you get that for me?’ you might say – your rising intonation, particularly on ‘me’ 
at the end, expressing surprise and delight. 
 
The feeling of boredom or indifference, on the other hand, might be expressed with a flat tone, 
(think of a robot). Compare the 'thank you' uttered to the mailman delivering a utility bill (flat) and 
the ‘thank you!’ said when someone helps you mend a flat tyre on the side of a road (expressive, 
heartfelt). 
 
We often express gratitude and other emotions as much by our use of intonation as by the use of 
specific words. 
 

Grammatical 
There are some intonation patterns in English, which, for the most part, correspond to the use of 
particular grammar structures. The most common example is in the use of wh-questions (questions 
beginning with 'who', 'what', 'why', 'where', 'when', 'which', and 'how'), which usually have a falling 
intonation. 
 
In a conversation with a new classmate, the following questions would sound most natural with 
falling intonation: 'What's your name?', 'Where are you from?', 'Why did you choose this school?', 
'How long will you study here?'. 
 
Questions that require a 'yes' or 'no' answer, however, usually have upward intonation. In the same 
conversation with your classmate, your voice would rise at the end when asking the following 
questions: 'Have you studied here before?', 'Do you like the teacher?', 'Will you come back 
tomorrow?'. 

 

Ways to improve your intonation 

The best way to improve your intonation is simply to become more aware of it. By listening carefully 
to a recorded conversation (YouTube is a good place to start), you will begin noticing how other 
speakers use intonation to express themselves. 
 

http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/wh-questions
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/noticing
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Another idea is to record your own voice. These days, even the simplest mobile phones are 
equipped with a voice recorder. It is always fascinating (though sometimes unbearable) to listen to 
one's own voice because it sounds so different to what we expect! Try recording a dialogue with a 
friend, (you could use a script from a course book or scene from a film). Now listen to your 
intonation. Does it sound natural? Does it express your attitude in the way you hoped? 
 
With a recording, you can always rewind, listen again and try a new version. Recordings are an 
excellent way to keep track of your progress. They clearly show how you have improved over time. 
 

Useful resources for improving your intonation at home 

Most English course books provide some intonation practice, but you are more likely to find 
authentic and interesting examples of spoken English on the internet. A good place to start is with 
some British Council podcasts. For more advanced students, BBC podcasts offer a great variety 
of items, and you are sure to find something that sparks your interest. 
 
YouTube is another fantastic resource. If, like me, you are a TV series aficionado, and want to know 
even more about your favourite characters on the small screen, look for short interview clips with 
the actors who play them. Listen to how they respond to humorous questions, serious topics and 
uncomfortable issues. Notice how the intonation in the voice changes with the change in topic. 
 

You are probably using intonation correctly a lot of the time 

As we have seen, intonation is an important aspect of pronunciation, but it is worth remembering 
that you are probably using it correctly much of the time. Even if your intonation sounds robotic, like 
the cab driver we met earlier, it is unlikely to be causing a breakdown in communication. 
 
But if you want to be more confident about your intonation in English, and especially if you want to 
use it with precision and subtlety, then it is certainly worth spending time noticing how others use 
it, imitating their use, and listening to a recording of your own voice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Prepared by Dr Robert Babak Shokouhi 

Note: The samples may not be the best example for the actual OET exam, but just a guide for improving 

the required skills. 

 

 

https://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/en/professionals-podcasts
http://www.bbc.co.uk/podcasts

